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THE QUEEN AND THE PEA

It was the king’s job, once a week, to turn all the mattresses on the bed.  There were eight in all:
tiresome, but certainly an improvement on the situation when they had first got married, when
there had been no fewer than fifteen mattresses.  In those days, the Princess was very sensitive
indeed,  and her  parents  had  almost  been bankrupted  by  the  need  to  acquire  more  and more
mattresses so that their daughter could pass a comfortable night.  The king now rather regretted
arriving at a choice of  bride in this way.  But his bed was made, as it were, and now he had to lie in
it.  And if  his wife was over-sensitive to the least wrinkle or bump in her bed - well, that was the
price of  being king to a real queen.
The top mattress had to be turned every day.  The full eight had to be rotated from top downwards,
and each turned as they moved down the pile.  That way, any stray specks of  dust, any marbles left
there by one of  the young princes, or perhaps a boiled sweet from their plump daughter, could be
detected and removed before the queen had a sleepless night.  And of  course, once a year, all the
mattresses had to be put out for uplift by the dustbin-men, and a whole new set of  mattresses
acquired from the Royal Mattress Manufactory, down in the town.  It has to be said that the factory
had few other customers than the royals, and the old man who ran it was not going to continue
forever.  What would happen then, no one knew.  The king did not even want to think about it.
On Saturdays, the king turned the mattresses.  Because of  the financial situation, there were no
servants who could do this job.  Such servants as were still in the household had very specific things
to do and, with all due respect to your Majesty, mattress-turning was not one of  them.

Today, the King sighed.  He had a lot on his mind.  The behaviour of  the young princes were
causing him some concern, and the orthodontist’s bills for his daughter’s teeth just could not be
paid without raising the taxes.  If  he raised the taxes, the commoners would revolt.   Revolting
commoners - he did not want that.  But if  he didn’t pay the orthodontist, a scandal would ensue.
Gone were the days when craftsmen were willing to work just for the honour of  royal patronage.  
Sadly, he lifted the mattresses from the royal bed, one by one.  They were heavy these mattresses:
one was filled with the purest down, one with the very softest hair, one with the gentlest herbs, one
with the purest water, one with cashmere wool, one with the sweetest air, and two were stuffed with
material which the king was not permitted to know but for which he had paid a significant price.
He struggled to raise each mattress from the bedstead.  It  was a struggle, what with his bad back
and the sheer expanse of  each mattress - for the bed was a very large one, as befitted royalty - and
the need to place the mattress  carefully  on the rug in the centre  of  the  room, and not,  most
definitely not, on the highly-polished wooden floor, where a soft mattress might pick up a splinter.
Once all the mattresses were off, the King got out the hoover and carefully sucked up any dust or
foreign object from the bed-frame, and then he had to hoover each mattress meticulously prior to
moving it back.  Once it was completely free of  foreign bodies and motes of  dust, each mattress
had to be lifted back on to the bed with the utmost care.  As each one went on, it  had to be
positioned, just right, and attached firmly by a complex system of  cords to the mattress below it, so
that there would be no surprising slippage in the middle of  the night.
The King placed the eighth mattress on top of  the seventh, and was engaged in strapping it firmly
down, when he was suddenly felt a lump under his knee, which was on the mattress pressing down.
A lump!  He’d never be forgiven for that.  He slid his hand under each mattress in turn - nothing
under number eight, nothing under number seven…  He continued, more and more desperately,
until finally he found something under the third mattress: it was a scrunched-up pillow-case.  How
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on earth had that got there?  He had been as careful as he had always been.  But there it was - must
have got latched on to the underneath of  the third mattress as he picked it from the floor.  What
was worse - he could not pull it out - either the weight of  all the mattresses above was holding it
there, or it had become entangled in the web of  ties and cords.  
The king pulled and pulled to no avail.  There was nothing else for it - he would have to take them
all off  again and start all over.
He was fed up.  “No!,” he thought to himself.  It was too nice a day outside and he wanted a short
walk in the royal forest while the sun shone.  So instead of  taking them all off, he slid his head
between the second and third mattresses, groping and fumbling to find out where the pillow-case
was stuck. Further and further in he went, until only his left slipper stuck out into the room.  One
last heave and he had found the problem - as he had suspected the pillowcase was knotted around
the silken cords which went over and round each mattress.  
The king teased the material and pulled at a knot with his fingernails and tugged and prised until
the knot came undone.   He shoved the offending pillowcase out into the open air and then -
disaster!  He could not move himself.  Somehow, both his arms and feet had become entangled in
the system of  cords.  He was stuck.  He could not free his hands to untie his feet nor could he
move his feet to pull himself  out.  The weight of  six mattresses pressed down on him.

He was a prisoner.  

When the Queen arrived in the evening, she was appalled to find a pillowcase lying untidily on the
floor.
“Who left this here?!” she demanded to know.  “What slovenly person just left this lying in the
middle of  my floor?”
Of  course, no one knew. And the King, smothered under a pile of  mattresses, did not wish to get
into trouble, so he kept still and quiet.
At last, after some tears and considerable hysteria on the part of  the Queen, her ladies-in-waiting,
the chambermaids and half  the palace staff, the Queen retired to bed.  She wondered vaguely what
had happened to her husband, but decided that he must have gone off  on a state visit somewhere.
She lay down and could not get comfortable.  There was a horrid hard lump right in the middle of
her mattress.  Not one wink of  sleep could she get that night.
Trapped underneath the mattresses, the King lay and felt his wife tossing and turning.  But he did
not dare say anything, because, if  he did, he’d be in real trouble.  So he kept still and snoozed.

The next day, the Queen issued orders for four new mattresses stuffed with the softest swan-down
to be brought immediately to the palace.  The mattresses were pile up on top of  the eight.  But still
she could get no sleep.  On the day after, she ordered eight mattresses stuffed with the softest
lamb’s wool to be brought to the palace.  And she had those placed on top of  the twelve.  But still
she could get no sleep, for there was a little lump in the very middle of  the topmost mattress.  On
the day after that she ordered twenty more mattresses, stuffed with the finest silk that money could
buy, and they were brought to the palace.  And that night, with her nose almost touching the ceiling,
she slept comfortably.

And the King did not wish to come out, for he knew how much all this was costing, and he did not
have the money to pay for it.  And besides, it was warm, it was quiet, and no one bothered him.

And there he is, to this very day.
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